Computer simulations of genetic data are increasingly used to investigate the impact of complex historical scenarios on patterns of genetic variation. Yet, in most empirical studies, relatively large portions of species ranges are often treated as panmictic populations, ignoring the underlying spatial context. In some cases, however, a more accurate spatial model is required. We use a spatially explicit model of coalescence (easily constructed by overlaying a two-dimensional grid on maps displaying an estimate of past and current species ranges) to evaluate the potential of several summary statistics to differentiate three typical phylogeographic scenarios. We first explore the variation of each summary statistic within the boundaries of each phylogeographic scenario, and identify those that appear most promising for a comparison of historical scenarios and/or to infer historical parameters. We then combine a selected set of summary statistics in a single chi-square statistic and evaluate whether it can be used to differentiate past geographic fragmentation or range expansion from a simple scenario of isolation by distance. We also investigate the benefits of using a spatially explicit model by comparing its performance to alternative models that are less spatially explicit (lower geographic resolution). The results identify conditions in which each summary statistic is useful to infer the evolution of a species range, and allow us to validate our spatially explicit model of coalescence and our procedure to compare simulated and observed sequence data. We also provide a detailed description of the spatially explicit model of coalescence used, which is currently lacking.
Introduction
Phylogeographic studies rely increasingly on models of coalescence to analyze DNA sequence variation in a historical context, either through the derivation of a likelihood or probability function (e.g., Hey and Nielsen 2004; Hey 2010) , or through simulation of data (Arenas 2012; Hoban et al. 2012) , to compare hypotheses and/or to estimate historical parameters under the constraint of a given evolutionary hypothesis. In most empirical studies, large portions of a species range, if not the entire range, are treated as single panmictic populations, thereby ignoring the limited capacity of movement of individuals within it (but see exceptions in, e.g., Excoffier 2005, 2011; Estoup et al. 2010) . Although this classic approach offers a good approximation for evaluating many evolutionary hypotheses, in some cases, it is desirable to rely on models integrating a more detailed description of the geographic distribution of natural populations (e.g., Excoffier et al. 2009; Meirmans 2012) . Indeed, a species range (or subsets of species ranges) characterized by a continuous distribution is (are) not naturally subdivided into separate panmictic populations, and delimiting populations in that context will rely on arbitrary decisions for the placement of population boundaries. Moreover, when estimating the evolution of a species range over time, for example in response to climate changes, it becomes crucial to include a more accurate description of that range in the model, and a way of accounting for limited dispersal of individuals within continuous portions of the range. A spatially explicit model of coalescence will not only allow evaluation of alternative hypotheses regarding the detailed geographic distribution of a species, but will also allow the use of features from the current geographic distribution of genetic variation for the evaluation process.
The increase in model complexity associated with using a spatially explicit model of coalescence, however, forces the use of computer simulations to infer population histories from patterns of genetic variation (as opposed to full likelihood or Bayesian approaches). Genetic data are simulated according to specified evolutionary hypotheses and compared with observed genetic data through the calculation of one or more summary statistics to estimate the probability that the evolutionary history associated with these hypotheses could have generated them (e.g., Tavar e et al. 1997 ). For each hypothesis tested, simulations need to be computed for a large array of parameter values, thereby spanning a vast number of combinations of possible parameter values in the most efficient possible way. For this task, the Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) approach has become the method of choice, and is used to compare alternative historical hypotheses and/or to estimate specific historical parameters (Beaumont et al. 2002; Bertorelle et al. 2010) .
Specifically for studying the evolution of a species range, we previously developed a simple spatially explicit model of coalescence, represented by a two-dimensional grid that can be overlaid on a map, and on which we identify grid cells accessible to individuals over time Dellicour, Fearnly, et al. 2014 ). In this model, each grid cell is treated as a separate panmictic population, and the probability of migration between adjacent cells is specified. The size of the grid cells is chosen by relying on prior assumptions over the ability of the studied organism to disperse, but also to limit the total amount of cells to a reasonable number. Here, we rely on this model to investigate the usefulness of several summary statistics for estimating historical parameters, and for comparing alternative detailed hypotheses, related to the evolution of a species range. For this purpose, we evaluate an approach introduced in Dellicour, that combines several statistics to compare empirical and simulated data. We also formally evaluate the added value of using a spatially explicit model of coalescence, by comparing it to alternative models that are less spatially explicit (lower geographic resolution). Finally, we provide a detailed description of our model, which is currently lacking.
More specifically, we use this model to simulate DNA sequences, with our program PHYLOGEOSIM 1.0, under three basic geographically explicit historical scenarios, but keeping the same pattern of sequence sampling for all scenarios ( fig. 1 ): 1) a species characterized by a geographic distribution stable over time and isolation by distance ("IBD" scenario), 2) a typical history of geographic fragmentation ("GF" scenario), and 3) a typical history of range expansion ("RE" scenario). These sequences are used to investigate the variation of several standard and/or promising summary statistics under varying model conditions, and to test whether it is possible to rely on a set of such statistics to identify the past demographic scenario that generated them. For comparing the alternative phylogeographic hypotheses, we combine a selected set of summary statistics calculated from the data into a single chi-square statistic, and use a nonparametric test that returns a single P-value, as proposed in . To demonstrate the benefits of a spatially explicit model, we estimate divergence time from pseudo-observed data simulated under GF or RE, by comparing these with data simulated under the same scenario, but gradually shifting from a fully spatially explicit model toward models with lower geographic resolution (lower number of cells), resulting in much larger portions of the range considered as panmictic populations.
New Approaches
This article investigates historical inference in a geographic context, using a recently introduced spatially explicit model of coalescence Dellicour, Fearnly, et al. 2014) . We evaluate a procedure ) combining a selected set of statistics summarizing the main features of the data into a single chisquare statistic for the purpose of comparing observed and simulated data. The chi-square statistic is computed for a set of model parameter values chosen a priori from, and evenly distributed within, their prior range. Although this approach is simpler than the more thorough random exploration of model parameter space implemented in the popular approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) approach, it is suggested here as a useful alternative because simulations along spatially explicit models are too slow to allow the high number of simulations required by the ABC process. A detailed description of the spatially explicit model of coalescence used is also provided.
Results and Discussion

Summary Statistics Evaluation
Variation in summary statistics calculated for different model parameter values within the three historical scenarios is shown in figure 2. For the RE scenario, only graphs generated with a reproduction rate t R (reproduction rate) = 2 are presented in figure 2, whereas those generated under t R = 1.1, 4, 7, and 10 are available as supplementary material (supplementary figs. S4-S7, Supplementary Material online). Our detailed interpretations of these results, given separately for each statistic and each scenario, are summarized in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online.
Those statistics that display the largest variation within a graph are those that are most promising for inferring historical parameters from DNA sequence data. The variation displayed by each statistic is explained not only by the variation   T0  T0  T0   T1  T1  T1   T2  T2 FIG. 1. Three theoretical phylogeographic scenarios under which we explore the behavior of several summary statistics. Each scenario is represented by three successive grids, the third one corresponding to the current time (t = 0). For all scenarios, we conducted coalescence simulations of sequences sampled in the same eight grid cells (ten sequences per cell), each colored in black and identified by a different number. Note that in the RE scenario, while the available range is instantaneously modified at T1 (forward simulation), colonization of new cells takes time, the number of generations involved depending on the migration rate (mf).
FIG. 2.
Variation of the mean of summary statistics within the boundaries of the IBD, GF, and RE scenarios described in figure 1, with a reproduction rate t R = 2. Statistics were computed from 100 simulations for each tested set of simulation parameters (see table 4 ). For the IBD scenario, the maximal grid cell effective sizes Ne vary along the y axis and the forward migration rate mf along the x axis; for the GF scenario, the time T1 at which the range fragmentation occurs varies on the y axis and the forward migration rate mf along the x axis; and for the RE scenario, the time T1 at which the RE occurs varies on the y axis and the forward migration rate mf along the x axis. In the RE graphs, white areas with dots correspond to sets of parameter values for which we could not compute the statistic because they did not allow the RE to reach all sampled cells. See supplementary figures S1-S3, Supplementary Material online, for the associated standard deviations of these statistics.
in model parameters but also by the stochastic nature of the evolutionary process (see standard deviation of each statistic in supplementary figs. S1-S3, Supplementary Material online). To highlight the impact of each source of variation, we performed linear regressions for each summary statistic 1) against all simulation parameters and 2) against each simulation parameter taken separately. The adjusted coefficients of determination (R 2 ) estimated for these linear regressions are reported in table 1 and provide an estimate of the proportion of variation explained only by variation in model parameters within each scenario. Although several of the studied statistics show little variation in the range of parameter values tested (e.g., IBDSC), others display clear patterns of variation within and/or among scenarios (e.g., global È ST , ÁX H ), and thus appear promising, either to infer historical parameters assuming a specific historical scenario or to compare the likelihood of alternative historical scenarios given observed DNA sequence variation data. Overall, each summary statistic appears useful only on a portion (large or small, depending on the statistic) of the parameter space investigated that can be identified on figure 2. It is worth noting that N ST À G ST , usually interpreted as a measure of "phylogeographic signal" (also called "phylogeographic structure"; Pons and Petit 1996) and widely used in phylogeographic studies, varies only for a restricted range of parameter values within the IBD scenario: the value of this statistic increases only when associated with a low forward migration rate (mf) and a maximal cell effective size (Ne) around 10,000. In fact, when populations approach fixation, both N ST and G ST approach one and their difference cannot reveal phylogeographic patterns. Over most of the graph depicted for this statistic, it appears insensitive to the implemented level of isolation by distance. In other words, to allow for different parts of the distribution to become differentiated by mutation events, migration among these regions needs to be very small. On the other hand, global È ST statistics (Excoffier et al. 1992) , as well as the related mÈ ST dgeo statistic (average ratio between È ST 's and geographical distances), varied much more across the graph associated with the IBD scenario. The relationship between È ST and Ne*mf is already well known (e.g., Wright 1969) and is confirmed by our simulations. The IBDSC statistic (isolation by distance slope coefficient based on Rousset 1997; see table 2) strongly varies with migration rates in the IBD scenario when migration is weak, but its increase correlates with a strong increase of the associated standard deviation (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online), which limits its usefulness to estimate migration rates. The pattern of variation shown by mÈ ST dgeo is always similar to that of È ST , so that taking geographic distances among localities into account (as is the case for calculating mÈ ST dgeo) appears to offer little extra information, at least under the investigated sampling design. In contrast, in a phylogeographic study of the flattailed horned lizard in which sampled populations are less evenly spaced, Mulcahy et al. (2006) identified a nonproportional relationship between È ST and a statistic similar to mÈ ST dgeo, suggesting that this statistic could be more useful under other sampling conditions.
Under the RE scenario, the reproduction rate parameter t R would intuitively appear important, because it determines the proportion of new individuals in a cell that comes from reproduction (of individuals in that cell) compared with those entering the cell through migration. In a newly colonized cell, for which the effective size increases at each generation (before reaching its maximum capacity), a high reproduction rate combined with low migration should result in low diversity per cell but high differentiation among cells, whereas a low reproduction rate combined with high migration should result in low differentiation and high diversity. However, despite these considerations, it appears, based on figure 2 and supplementary figures S4-S7, Supplementary Material online, that the reproduction rate has only a weak influence on the calculated summary statistics. The only noticeable difference among graphs generated with different reproduction rates lies mainly in the size of the portion of the graph for which the summary statistic can be calculated (which increases with the reproduction rate). This difference is related to the time taken for the RE to complete during the forward simulation, which is compulsory for calculating summary statistics associated with that simulation. When a large number of forward simulations do not result in a completed RE, the corresponding value for the summary statistic is unavailable (depicted by the absence of color on these graphs). The weak influence of the reproduction rate on calculated summary statistics is further shown by linear regression analyses that yielded significant but very small adjusted R 2 values (table 1, RE scenario). All three summary statistics estimating the difference in genetic diversity between the area of origin and newly colonized regions (i.e., ÁX H , Á, and R 1) strongly vary with the different simulation parameter values, and appear particularly promising for investigating RE patterns. This is further confirmed by the linear regression analyses, in which the overall adjusted R 2 of ÁX H and Á are notably higher under an RE than under an IBD scenario. Adjusted R 2 estimated for each parameter taken separately highlights parameters T1 (time at which the expansion occurred) and maximum cell effective size as those that best explains the variation of these statistics (table 1) . These statistics should thus be useful to estimate these two parameters if one is wiling to assume an RE hypothesis.
ÁX H , a statistic based on allele frequencies and measuring the difference in genetic diversity between the origin of an RE and the remaining of the range (see table 2), shows highest values in the case of relatively recent expansion events (short T1), before gene flow reduces the resulting diversity gradient between the origin of the expansion and the newly colonized portion of the range. In the case of recent expansions, ÁX H is Global È ST among populations/sampled cells (AMOVA È ST for K = 1, i.e., when considering only one overall group of sampled cells): correlation among random sequences within populations/sampled cells, relative to that of random pairs of sequences drawn from the entire data set. Excoffier et al. (1992) N ST À G ST G ST among populations/sampled cells is a measure of populations/sampled cells differentiation based on allelic frequency differences only (i.e., without taking genetic distances between sequences into account); N ST among populations/sampled cells, similar to the È ST defined above, is a measure of populations/sampled cells differentiation taking genetic distances between sequences into account. The difference between these two statistics, N ST À G ST , is commonly used as a measure of overall phylogeographic signal. Petit (1995, 1996) IBDSC Isolation by distance slope coefficient: slope coefficient of the linear regression between È ST /(1 À È ST ) and ln(x), where È ST is the pairwise È ST between two populations/sampled cells and x the geographic distance between these two populations/sampled cells. Rousset (1997) mÈ ST dgeo Average ratio between È ST estimators (Excoffier et al. 1992 ) and geographical distances between all pairwise populations/sampled cells.
See Mulcahy et al. (2006) for a similar statistic È CT , an AMOVA È-statistics a È SC , È ST , and È CT are È-statistics of the AMOVA, computed for estimating the population structure associated with user-defined groups of populations/cells. È SC is a measure of the proportion of variation among populations/cells within groups, È ST a measure of the proportion of variation among populations/cells, and È CT a measure of the proportion of variation among groups. Excoffier et al. (1992) ÁX H a X H is the ratio between the number of haplotypes in a user-defined group of populations/sampled cells and the total number of haplotypes (N H tot); ÁX H is defined here as the difference between X H estimated in sampled cell no. 1, located in the area of origin in the RE scenario, and the average X H estimated in the other sampled cells not located in this area of origin. Áp a p is the nucleotide diversity in a user-defined group of populations/cells (i.e., the average number of nucleotide differences per site between two sequences in this group), and Áp is defined here as the difference between p estimated in sampled cell no. 1, located in the area of origin in the RE scenario, and the average p estimated in the other sampled cells not located in this area of origin. Nei and Li (1979) p R 1 a , p R 8 a p R is the relative nucleotide diversity (i.e., the ratio between the nucleotide diversity within a given user-defined group of populations/cells and the nucleotide diversity within the virtual group formed by the populations/cells belonging to all other defined groups of populations). p R 1 is here defined as the relative nucleotide diversity estimated in sampled cell no. 1, located in the area of origin in the RE scenario, and p R 8 the relative nucleotide diversity estimated in sampled cell no. 8, the sampled cell furthest from this area of origin. Note that these statistics depend on the a priori definition of groups. For IBD and RE scenarios, 16 overlapping groups were defined (see text) so that these two statistics correspond to the ratios between nucleotide diversity estimated within cell no. 1 or 8 and nucleotide diversity estimated for the entire range (including cell no. 1 and 8). This decreases the range of possible values for the statistic but avoids having to deal with infinite values in extreme cases where nucleotide diversity calculated for the denominator equals zero (i.e., when there is only one distinct haplotype outside the group for which the relative nucleotide diversity is computed). clearly lower when migration rates are too small or too high. If migration is too low, going backward in time, all sampled gene copies in a cell will have a high probability to coalesce before gene flow occurs and, most sampled cells will include a single distinct haplotype, leading to similar levels of diversity between newly colonized cells and those in the area of origin. If, on the contrary, migration is too high, gene flow will homogenize diversity between the area of origin and the newly colonized fraction of the range. Á is an analog of ÁX H , but based on nucleotide diversity (Nei and Li 1979;  table 2), therefore taking genetic distances among alleles into account. It displays a pattern very similar to that of ÁX H , but is associated with a higher standard deviation (supplementary figs. S3-S7, Supplementary Material online), and is therefore characterized by a smaller adjusted R 2 in the linear regression analyses (table 1) . For the parameter conditions investigated here, it thus appears redundant and less useful (since associated with more statistical noise). These results can be related to the recent character of the expansion: allele frequencies will mostly be affected by the recent RE, whereas variability associated with allelic distances does not provide interesting information. R 1, the ratio between nucleotide diversity of population 1 (located in the area of origin) and that of the remaining of the distribution, displays a pattern of variation similar to the one observed for Á: its standard deviation also increases with its mean value, and it appears also less useful than ÁX H in this context. In fact, the initial purpose of the R statistic was to investigate diversity hotspots, and to infer whether they corresponded to ancient refuges or secondary contact zones (this application of the statistic is not tested here; see Mardulyn et al. 2009 ). It could therefore be useful and complementary to Á for cases not investigated here. Compared with R 1, R 8 acts as a negative control, because sampled cell no. 8 is located outside the origin of the RE. As expected, R 8 is thus almost constant across all surfaces. Finally it is interesting to note that global È ST can also provide an interesting tool to explore RE, in particular to estimate the time of the expansion and the migration rate during the expansion. The overall adjusted R 2 estimated for R 1 under the RE scenario is clearly smaller than under IBD, which reflects the higher standard deviation associated with this statistic in the RE simulations.
A clear overall trend that can be inferred from the graphs showing patterns of variation in summary statistics is that the possibility to differentiate RE from IBD decreases with the age of the expansion. In other words, the genetic variation signal that reveals an RE is maximal just after the expansion, but fades out progressively afterwards. This confirms results obtained in a theoretical study of RE through mismatch distributions by Ray et al. (2003) . Moreover, the speed with which the historical signal for RE decreases seems to depend on the extent of gene flow (migration rates) occurring among neighbor cells. For example, using this spatially explicit model to investigate the very recent RE (demonstrated by field observations) of a solitary bee across western Europe highlighted the occurrence of high migration across the species range through the absence of a significant RE signal in DNA sequence data (a signal that would be expected if migration was low).
Comparison of Phylogeographic Scenarios
Thanks to the identical sampling design (sampled cells and number of sequences sampled per cell) in all computer simulations along three phylogeographic scenarios ( fig. 1 ), it was possible to investigate whether sequence variation data (those generated by the simulations) can be used to identify the historical scenario that produced them. For this purpose, we have compared the sequence data simulated initially (i.e., the pseudo-observed data) along the IBD scenario with a series of data sets simulated along the GF or RE (t R = 2) scenario (100 simulations per scenario and tested set of parameter conditions), through a set of selected computed summary statistics. Each comparison between pseudo-observed and simulated data is performed by combining computed summary statistics into a single chi-square statistic, as suggested in . Results are displayed on figure 3. Additional figures presenting comparisons between IBD and RE simulations associated with t R = 1.1, 4, 7, and 10 can be found in supplementary figure S9, Supplementary Material online.
FIG. 3. Variation in the mean of P-values generated from pairwise scenario comparisons, 1) between IBD and GF scenarios, and 2) between IBD and RE scenarios, for all simulations conducted with reproduction rate t R = 2. Comparisons were only performed between data sets simulated with the same maximal cell effective sizes Ne and forward migration rates mf. The lighter portion of the diagram identifies areas where the two scenarios are well differentiated (mean P-value close to 0) and in the case of RE simulations, white areas with dots correspond to sets of parameter values for which we could not compute the statistic because they did not allow the RE to reach all sampled cells. The portion of the space in which the two considered scenarios are significantly differentiated by a P-value 0.05 is delimited by a continuous black line. See supplementary figure S8 , Supplementary Material online, for the corresponding representations of the standard variation associated with these P-values. Stars indicate the parameter combinations and associated averaged P-values selected for investigating the benefits of the spatially explicit model (see text and fig. 2 ).
Distinguishing a case of GF from IBD is notoriously difficult, because the effect of geographic isolation increasing population structure (through genetic drift) is compensated by migration decreasing population structure (by homogenizing genetic diversity). Therefore, similar levels of genetic structure can be reached with various combinations of divergence times and levels of migration. Indeed, summary statistics used to measure genetic differentiation among populations (e.g., global È ST and mÈ ST dgeo) appear useful to distinguish between GF and IBD only in cases of old fragmentation events combined with relatively high migration (occurring within the continuous portions of the range) and small maximum cell effective size (fig. 2) . Only extreme cases of population fragmentation should thus be easily identified. This is also reflected in figure 3, in which a significant difference between GF and IBD is found essentially when cell effective sizes are not too large (Ne = 100 and 1,000) and when combining a sufficiently high divergence time (i.e., time since the beginning of fragmentation T1) with a sufficiently high forward migration rate mf (allowing migration to occur within continuous portions of the species range, whereas no migration occurs among isolated regions in the GF scenario). For example, in a study focusing on historical range fragmentation of a coldadapted leaf-beetle in North America (Dellicour, Fearnly, et al. 2014) , GF could be favored over IBD because the isolation was sufficiently ancient (estimated at 450,000 years) that phylogeographic structure was strong (with maximum differentiation displayed by the mitochondrial locus, for which alleles found in each region can potentially form a monophyletic group). On the other hand, it is worth noting that we have explored a large range of Ne*fm values, including extreme values that are unlikely to be realistic, for example, corresponding to a number of effective migrant between two adjacent cells and per generation less than 0.001 or, at the other extreme, up to 100 (as most cells share eight neighbors, amounting to 800 effective migrants per cell and per generation). Thus, a portion of the space of parameter values investigated for which scenarios are indistinguishable likely corresponds to unrealistic cases that will never be encountered with real biological data.
Comparing RE with IBD, a significant difference is observed when cell effective size is large (Ne of at least 1,000) and under a specific range of forward migration rate fm, depending on the cells effective size ( fig. 3) . Indeed, even when considering a recent expansion, a high forward migration rate will logically cancel the difference in genetic diversity between the area of origin and the newly colonized regions. Conversely, a too small forward migration rate associated with a relatively small cell effective size (e.g., Ne = 1,000) can lead to the coalescence of all gene copies sampled within each newly colonized cell, before migration separates them. In this case, all sampled cells will contain a single distinct haplotype, and no difference in genetic diversity will be detected among them.
Overall, the results show that a spatially explicit model of coalescence, coupled with our method for comparing simulated and observed sequences, has the potential to detect past historical events such as GF or RE, but within a limited range of parameter values (at least with the set of summary statistics investigated here). Furthermore, a multilocus version of this method can easily be implemented (by simulating the evolution of several unlinked loci and performing independent comparisons with the real DNA sequence alignments). In this case, the P-values obtained for the different loci can be combined using the method of Fisher (1948) . A unique P-value can thus be generated for each tested scenario (associated with a set of simulation parameter values). Two studies have implemented this approach already, along with the use of our spatially explicit model of coalescence, one investigating the colonization of a recent RE of a solitary bee in Europe , and another inferring the past and present connectivity across the range of a North American leaf beetle (Dellicour, Fearnly, et al. 2014) . Although the use of an ABC framework to explore the space of parameter values for each scenario would be more desirable, coalescence simulations performed under such spatially explicit model are usually too time consuming. This is probably the reason why this kind of complex model has only been sporadically used in ABC analyses so far (e.g., Hamilton et al. 2005; Estoup et al. 2010; . The more rudimentary alternative presented here consists in manually choosing combinations of parameter values for the simulations, while trying to sample the space of parameter values being considered as homogeneously as possible. Although this approach will not be as effective as the automated random sampling of model parameter space implemented in an ABC analysis, it allows the investigation of more complex (in this case, geographically explicit) evolutionary scenarios.
Benefits of the Spatially Explicit Model
One obvious benefit of a spatially explicit model is the possibilities it offers to compare hypotheses over the evolution of a species range, through the integration of their detailed geographic description, and its possible combination with a niche modeling approach. In addition, under specific circumstances, failing to integrate the IBD nature of the data can lead to biased evolutionary inferences. To demonstrate this, we analyzed some of our simulated data generated under a spatially explicit model (referred hereafter as pseudo-observed data or POD), with simulations conducted following models more similar to a classic model. More specifically, we compared POD generated under a GF or RE scenario with the initial grid of 40 Â 40 cells to data simulated under the same scenario but gradually decreasing the resolution of the grid (number of cells of 40 Â 40, 20 Â 20, 10 Â 10, and 5 Â 5, while keeping the overall maximum effective size for each region and effective migration [Ne*mf] constant). The POD were generated for different values of parameter T1 (corresponding to divergence time for GF or beginning of the expansion for RE), and we tested the ability of our comparison analyses to identify the correct T1. Resulting P-values are summarized in table 3. Under GF, the true T1 is only correctly identified as the most-likely scenario when using the highest grid resolution (40 Â 40 cells), and its relative probability strongly decreases with decreasing grid resolution. Although the true T1 is always associated with the highest P-value under RE, its relative probability also decreases with decreasing grid resolution, making the identification of the correct value more difficult.
Like for any theoretical study investigating the behavior of a method or summary statistics under varying conditions, we had to limit our exploration to a restricted set of conditions. We chose those that appeared most relevant for phylogeographic studies, and spanned a range of conditions that seemed realistic in natural conditions. However, the effect of some important parameters associated with the sequences themselves was not tested, for example, the sequence length, mutation rate (or number of mutations), and number of loci. For our study, we have obviously set the number of mutations and sequence length to values that allowed a sufficient level of polymorphism for measuring genetic diversity and population structure on the simulated data sets. Reducing these too much would result in levels of polymorphism too low to be useful, whereas increasing the mutation rate without increasing the sequence length would lead to saturated historical signal. In practice, most biologists choose their DNA markers by selecting those providing a good level of polymorphism for their studied organism/range. On the other hand, increasing the number of loci should definitely improve the inferences performed here on a single locus. Another important factor that has been poorly investigated here is sampling design. Indeed, a single sampling design, relatively symmetric, has been conducted across scenarios ( fig. 1 ). This was necessary for our purpose of evaluating the potential of the method to distinguish among phylogeographic scenarios. Although beyond the scope of this study, it would probably be interesting in future studies to test the impact of various sampling designs on historical inference.
Conclusions
Our study illustrates the possibility of discriminating among phylogeographic hypotheses using a spatially explicit model of coalescence, by simulating DNA sequence data under three typical phylogeographic scenarios and comparing data sets through classic summary statistics. One strong observation made in our study is the relatively narrow range of parameter values under which each summary statistic can be useful, especially in the context of a geographical fragmentation, either for inferring parameter estimates within a scenario assumed a priori or for comparing alternative phylogeographic hypotheses. This underlines the importance of the choice of appropriate summary statistics, which will likely strongly vary among studies. Selection of appropriate statistics is already discussed in several articles, mainly in the context of ABC methods (e.g., Joyce and Marjoram 2008; Nunes and Balding 2010; Fearnhead and Prangle 2012; Blum et al. 2013) . Prior simulations along alternative spatially explicit scenarios can be performed, as was done here, to identify the most promising summary statistics for the purpose of discriminating among corresponding historical hypotheses. One option is to perform a PCA (principal component analysis) on summary statistics calculated from simulated data, to select those associated with interscenarios variation, that is, those that appear most efficient to discriminate among the proposed hypotheses (see, e.g., Veeramah et al. 2012) .
Although the summary statistics assessed here are relatively common indices used in population genetic studies, most are relatively crude indices for measuring spatial distribution of genetic variation. Indeed, they simply measure overall genetic diversity within populations or population structure given a predefined set of geographical groups, each taken as a panmictic population. However, the use of a spatially explicit model of coalescence opens the possibility to define new summary statistics describing the distribution of genetic variation more accurately, that is, taking patterns of isolation by distance within regions into account. Such summary statistics may have the potential to use better the information on spatial distribution of genetic variation, and probably deserve to be developed and investigated in future studies. Averaged P-Value (SD)
T1
Number of Cells 40 x 40 (mf = 0.01) 20 x 20 (mf = 0.0025) 10 x 10 (mf = 0.0005) 5 x 5 (mf = 0.0001) POD: GFs with Ne (for 40 x 40 cells) = 1,000 and T1 = 50,000 generations ago 5,000 0.003 (0.008) 0.002 (0.008) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 10,000 0.009 (0.040) 0.009 (0.027) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 ( 
Model Description
Overview The geographic structure of the studied range at any point in time is defined by a two-dimensional grid in which each cell is considered a panmictic population. This is easily done by overlaying a grid of appropriate size and resolution on a map showing the current or past distribution of the range. Cells accessible to individuals (i.e., those included in the range) are thus identified on each grid, and each sampled sequence is attributed to one cell on the grid that displays the current range. This geographic information is easily transferred to the input file, along with a set of demographic parameters (e.g., maximal cell effective sizes and migration rates between adjacent cells). The simulation begins at the current time t = 0 and, going backward in time, ends when all gene copies (DNA sequences) for the considered locus have coalesced. At each generation g, a given gene copy has the opportunity to move to adjacent cells and to coalesce with another gene copy located in the same cell. At the end of the simulation, a genealogy is built based on the recorded coalescence events. The total number of mutations added on the genealogy can be specified a priori or is determined by a stochastic mutation process for which a mutation rate is defined. Similarly to the method developed by Currat et al. (2004;  see also ), a forward presimulation is performed to estimate parameters (cells size and migration rates) for the coalescence simulation (details below). A representation of the general workflow is available in figure 4.
Coalescence Simulation
A simulation begins at t = 0 (i.e., sampling time) and is finished when all gene copies of a given locus have coalesced. For multiple loci, the simulations are independent from each other (assuming maximum recombination among loci). Going backward in time, at each generation g, a given gene copy has the opportunity: 1) to coalesce with another gene copy located in the same cell and 2) to migrate to one of the adjacent cells on the grid. The probability of coalescence of a given gene copy located in cell j is noted P c (j,g): P c ðj; gÞ ¼ n j ðgÞ À 1 N j ðgÞ with N j (g) the effective size (total number of gene copies), and n j (g) the number of sampled gene copies, in cell j at t = g. The probability of migration for a given gene copy in cell j is determined by "backward" migration rates with adjacent cells and is noted P m (j,g):
with m jj 0 (g), the backward migration rate from cell j to cell j 0 at generation g, that can be retrieved from the backward migration matrix (see below); and K, the total number of cells on the grid. The simulation continues until a single gene copy remains. At the end of the simulation, the program builds a genealogy based on the recorded events of coalescence.
Mutations are then added to the genealogy according to a Jukes-Cantor model of DNA substitution (Jukes and Cantor 1969) .
Two Coalescence Simulation Modes
A coalescence simulation is conducted in a "generationby-generation" mode (i.e., one generation at a time), unless two conditions are met: 1) if the effective population size of each cell on the grid has reached its maximal value (which is determined by the forward presimulation) and 2) if the estimated time to the next coalescence or migration event is larger than one generation. In that case, the algorithm switches to a faster mode, a "time to the next event" mode, in which the time to the next migration or coalescence event is simulated. Both modes are described below.
Generation-by-Generation Mode.
The implementation of this mode is justified by the fact that the effective population size of a cell, as determined by the preforward simulation, varies at each generation until it reaches its maximum value (defined by the user), or because the estimated time to the next migration or coalescent event is not more than a single generation. At each generation and in each cell, the algorithm begins by determining whether coalescence(s) occur(s) as follows: 1) it computes the probability that there is at least one coalescence event in the considered cell j,
with n j , the number of gene copies in cell j; and Ne j , the effective size (haploid case) of cell j; 2) it generates a random number between 0 and 1. If this number is smaller than the computed probability, there is at least one event of coalescence in this cell and the algorithm goes to step (3). 3) This step determines how many events of coalescence will occur. There are three distinct cases:
(3.1) if n j = 2: Coalescence of these two gene copies.
(3.2) if n j 4 2 and if Ne j ! 10*n j : Coalescence of only two random gene copies in cell j. (3.3) if n j 4 2 and if Ne j < (10*n j ): Possibility of more than one event of coalescence in cell j.
In case (3.3) , the number of coalescence events is determined as follows: n j gene copies are drawn with replacement within the Ne j gene copies present in cell j at this generation. The number of coalescence events is determined by the number of times that a gene copy is drawn more than once.
After the coalescence step, the algorithm determines whether migration(s) occur(s) by considering that the probability of migration for a given gene copy equals the "backward" migration rate from the sink cell to the source cell. This probability is calculated as described above.
Time-to-the-Next-Event Mode. In this mode, the time to the next coalescence or migration event is simulated using an extended version of the structured coalescent model of Hudson (1991) , initially developed for two populations of effective size Ne that exchange gene copies at rate m. In the two equal-size populations model of Hudson, the time until the next event (coalescence or migration) is distributed according to an exponential distribution with mean:
where n j is the number of remaining gene copies in population j. When an event does occur, the probability of a coalescence event among the n j gene copies remaining in population j is 1 Ne
whereas the probability of a migration event for a gene copy from population j is Extending this model to K populations/cells of different effective sizes and connected with different backward migration rates, the time until the next coalescence or migration event is still distributed according to a geometric distribution, this time with mean:
where m jj 0 is the backward migration rate from cell j to cell j 0 . When an event does occur, the probability of a coalescence event among the n k gene copies remaining in cell k is
The probability of a migration event for a gene copy from cell k 1 to cell k 2 is
The Need for a Preliminary Forward Simulation Each coalescence simulation uses "backward" migration rates, that is, the probability that a gene copy has migrated from another specific cell at a given generation. Natural dispersal processes, however, define "forward" migration rates, that is, the probability that a gene copy migrates to a given location. In some cases, forward and backward migration rates are not identical. For example, during an RE, the probability that gene copies from a cell A located at the margin of the colonization front migrate to a newly colonized (i.e., previously empty) cell B could be set to a forward migration rate of 0.001. If a few gene copies do colonize cell B from cell A at a given generation, the backward migration rate from B to A at the same time will be equal to 1. Because backward migration rates depend both on forward migration rates and grid cell effective sizes, and that the latter can change over the course of the simulation (e.g., simulating a geographic expansion, a newly colonized cell will increase its effective size until it reaches the maximum value defined in the model), backward migration matrices are generated for each generation prior to the coalescence simulation by performing a forward stochastic simulation that records the changes in cell effective sizes. For this purpose, the model requires that users specify the actual effective sizes on the most ancestral grid, the maximum effective sizes on all grids (and the time interval during which each grid should be implemented), an intrinsic reproduction rate (t R , indicating the speed at which a population grows thanks to reproduction), and two forward migration rates (characterizing the dispersal capabilities of an organism): A short-distance migration rate mf1, between adjacent cells (including cells connected by a corner), and a long-distance migration rate mf2, between cells separated by two cells on the grid. Hence, the probability that a gene copy migrates to another cell is mf total = 8*mf1 + 16*mf2, if located in a cell at least two cells apart from any border. The model assumes that the dispersal ability and reproduction rate of the studied organism are constant across the entire grid. Only the carrying capacity of each cell is allowed to change by defining the maximum effective size of each cell separately. Note that the presence of a barrier to migration (e.g., a mountain range or a river) can be modeled by assigning a small (or null) maximal effective size to one or more cells, thereby reducing the probability of migration through them. The preliminary forward simulation is performed as follows: starting with the matrix of actual effective sizes for the most ancestral grid, at a specified time, the simulation proceeds forward until t = 0. During the time interval dedicated to one grid, the simulation proceeds one generation at a time until each cell has reached its maximum effective size. During this phase, at each generation: 1) all actual cell effective sizes are recorded; 2) migration events among cells are simulated, using the two predefined forward migration rates and the cell effective sizes of the preceding generation; these migration events are recorded and used to define the backward migration rates at this generation; 3) the effective size of each cell increases as individuals reproduce and new migrants are brought in; and 4) if the effective size of a cell has exceeded its maximum value, it is reduced to this maximum.
When two cells have reached their maximal effective size, the two backward migration rates connecting them are directly computed according to the following deterministic formula (instead of being based on simulating an exchange of migrants):
with m jj 0 (g), the backward migration rate from cell j to cell j 0 at generation g; Ne j (g À 1), the effective size (haploid case) of cell j at generation g À 1; M jj 0 , the forward migration rate from cell j to cell j 0 ; and P, the total number of cells on the grid. If j = j 0 , then
When all effective sizes on the grid have reached their maximum, the forward simulation stops until the next change of grid or until t = 0. From then, all backward migration rates are fixed values computed with the deterministic formula above. The use of a deterministic formula to estimate backward migration rates when cell effective sizes are constant allows a significant increase of the forward simulation speed. Cell effective sizes and backward migration rates are recorded for the coalescence (backward) simulations. Because of the stochastic character of the preliminary forward simulation (migration events occur according to probabilities defined by forward migration rates), the program can renew the forward simulation after any number of backward simulations (this number being defined by the user). Note that if the backward simulation reaches the most ancestral generation of the forward simulation, the model simply uses the most ancestral cell effective sizes and backward migration rates are then estimated according to the following deterministic formula:
with m a,jj 0 , the backward migration rate from cell j to cell j 0 estimated during the most ancestral generation of the forward simulation; and Ne a,j , the effective size of cell j (haploid case) estimated during the most ancestral generation of the forward simulation.
Model Implementation
A simulation program implementing this model, PHYLOGEOSIM 1.0 (for "phylogeographic simulator"; java executable compatible with any operating system equipped with a Java Virtual Machine) was developed for the purpose of this study. It is available from ebe.ulb.ac.be/ebe/ Software.html (last accessed October 13, 2014) (with a manual and example input files), and can be used for many applications that involve simulating DNA sequences in a geographic context. It can also compute several summary statistics describing DNA sequence variation directly from the simulated data sets. These summary statistics can be used either to conduct theoretical studies evaluating the impact of different evolutionary scenarios on patterns of genetic variation (as was the purpose here) or to compare observed and simulated DNA sequence data to evaluate different historical hypotheses. A description of all summary statistics computed by the software and used in this study is available in table 2.
Materials and Methods
Simulations of Typical Phylogeographic Scenarios
Spatially explicit simulations of past demographic events were performed to investigate the behavior of common summary statistics: 1) While varying parameter values of each historical scenario (i.e., within the boundaries of this scenario) and 2) among historical scenarios, to attempt to identify statistics that could be used to differentiate them a posteriori. Furthermore, for comparing scenarios, that is, for estimating the relative probability that each of them has generated the observed data, we evaluated the possibility of combining a set of selected summary statistics into a single chi-square statistic, used to compare the observed (or pseudo-observed) and simulated data sets.
We designed three spatially explicit models representing each a typical historical scenario commonly inferred in phylogeographic studies ( fig. 1 ): 1) IBD within a large continuous range (IBD scenario), 2) GF scenario, and 3) RE scenario. Three successive spatial grids, each defined by a matrix of maximal cell effective sizes, represent each scenario. The sampling design was identical in all three cases, so that the resulting pattern of genetic variation could be easily compared among scenarios. The most ancestral grid was characterized in all cases by a strong reduction of the range. Failing to do so resulted in extremely large TMRCA (i.e., time to the most recent common ancestor) values, because the last remaining gene copies at the end of the backward simulation took an excessively long time to coalesce. In that case, the generated genealogies were dominated by long ancestral branches on which most of the mutations occurred, regardless of the implemented scenario, and the history depicted on the two most recent grids did not influence the spatial distribution of genetic diversity found at t = 0. Also, such an ancestral restricted range is found in many natural systems, as many species experienced one or more bottlenecks and/or a decrease in their geographic range (e.g., during the last glaciation for many temperate climate species) during their more or less recent history.
The following parameters were set for all simulations across all three scenarios: DNA sequences of 800 bp, 25 mutation events randomly added on the branches of the simulated genealogy, and ten sampled gene copies in each of the eight sampled cells. In addition, long distance forward migration rate (mf2, see Model Description section) was systematically set to zero in order to decrease the number of simulation parameters to study/explore. As a consequence, only migration between adjacent cells (mf1) was allowed. As shown on figure 1, the eight sampled cells were distributed on a square grid of 1,600 cells such that four sampled cells were more peripheral and the four others were located in the center of the range. Other parameters varied among simulations in order to test the effect of their variation on the summary statistics investigated. Two parameters were varied in all scenarios: the cell effective size Ne and the forward migration rate mf. In addition, specific parameters of the GF and of the RE simulations varied across simulations: the time of the fragmentation event (GF) and the rate and time of the expansion event (RE). The tested values for all simulation parameters are summarized in table 4. For each combination of explored parameter values, a total of a 100 backward simulations were performed and one preliminary forward simulation was run for every ten backward simulations. For comparing IBD with GF (see step 2 below), four distinct groups of sampled cells were defined: Sampled cells 1 and 3, 2 and 4, 5 and 7, and 6 and 8; and for comparing IBD with RE, each sampled cell (no. 1-8) was considered a separate group. In this last case, we compared sampled cell no. 1, located inside the area of origin of the RE, with all other sampled cells. When comparing IBD with RE, eight additional groups were also defined: the four groups defined for the comparison between IBD and GF, two groups, respectively, gathering the "Western" (no. 2, 4, 6, 8) and "Eastern" sampled cells (no. 1, 3, 5, 7), and two groups gathering the central population (no. 3, 4, 5, 6) and external sampled cells (no. 1, 2, 7, 8). These additional groups were involved in estimating relative nucleotide diversity (see table 2 ). Note that the a priori definition of groups of sampled cells does not affect the simulation itself, only the calculation of some related summary statistics on simulated data. Table 2 lists the summary statistics investigated. Except for mÈ ST dgeo, that we define here as the average ratio between È ST estimators (Excoffier et al. 1992 ) and geographical distances calculated between all population (i.e., sampled cell) pairs, all other tested summary statistics were already used in previous population genetic and/or phylogeographic studies. N H tot, Global È ST , N ST À G ST , IBDSC, or mÈ ST dgeo are overall measures of the genetic variability across the range of a species. A second group of statistics are based on the definition, by the user, of groups of sampled cells: The analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) È statistics, or ÁX H , Á, and R 1, three measures of genetic diversity difference between sampled cell no. 1, located in the area of origin in the RE scenario, and the other cells located elsewhere. We also estimated R 8, mf 5 Â 10 À 6 , 10 À5 , 5 Â 10 À5 , 10 À4 , 5 Â 10 À4 , 10 À3 , 10 À2 N H tot, global È ST , AMOVA È CT , N ST À G ST , mÈ ST dgeo RE Ne 10 2 , 10 3 , 10 4 T1 1 0 2 , 10 3 , 10 4 , 2 Â 10 4 , 5Â 10 4 , 10 5 mf 5 Â 10 À6 , 10 À5 , 5Â 10 À5 , 10 À4 , 5Â 10 À4 , 10 À3 , 10 À2 the relative nucleotide diversity estimated in sampled cell no. 8, the sampled cell geographically most distant from this area of origin. Although statistics like AMOVA È statistics, N ST À G ST , IBDSC, and mÈ T dgeo should allow to measure and compare the levels of genetic differentiation among sampled cells (belonging or not to the same group in the case of GF scenario), statistics like ÁX H , Á, and R 1 should allow to quantify the loss of genetic diversity due to potential founder effects in newly colonized cells for the RE scenario. For each summary statistic, a graph displaying its variation for different model parameter values was generated for each scenario. In the case of GF and RE scenarios, a graph was generated per tested value of maximal cell effective size Ne, and for the RE scenario alone, a different graph was also generated for different values of the reproduction rate t R .
Evaluating Summary Statistics
The tested sets of model parameter values are summarized in table 4. All summary statistic graphs were generated in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc) with the "surf" function. Note that we show variation of ln(1+IBDSC), because such a logarithmic transformation can facilitate the interpretation of the variation pattern. In addition to these graphs, we also conducted linear regression analyses and calculated the related coefficients of determination R 2 as an estimate of the proportion of summary statistics variation explained by each parameter. For all summary statistics studied within each scenario, we performed two kinds of linear regressions: 1) an overall linear regression of each statistic against all different simulation parameters and 2) linear regressions of each statistic against each simulation parameter taken separately. In all regression analyses, the variables of the linear model, although continuous, were categorized to avoid the assumption of linear relationship between the statistics and simulation parameters. However, both analyses were also carried out using continuous variables for each model, and similar results were obtained (not shown). We then report, per statistic, an overall R 2 , as well as an R 2 value associated with each simulation parameter (Ne and mf for all scenarios, T1 for GF and RE, and also t R for RE). All linear regressions were performed with the "lm" function available in R (R Development Core Team 2013).
Comparing Phylogeographic Scenarios
To compare real and simulated data, for the purpose of discriminating among different hypothesized historical scenarios, all summary statistics computed for one data set are combined into a single chi-square statistic as follows:
where St j is the value of the jth summary statistic and m j and j are, respectively, the average and the standard deviation of the jth statistic over the n simulations generated under the same scenario (e.g., GF) and set of parameter values. We can thus generate a distribution of n chi-square statistics for a given scenario and a given set of parameter values, from simulated data. This distribution can be compared with the chi-square statistic estimated on an observed, or in the case of this study, a POD set, yielding a nonparametric test that returns a P-value corresponding to the proportion of simulated values greater than or equal to the observed value.
We used this "chi-square" method to perform several pairwise scenario comparisons, each time between the IBD, considered here to be our null model (absence of historical event), and the GF scenario or the RE scenario. Each pairwise comparison is performed with identical Ne and mf values for the two scenarios involved. Each comparison with the GF scenario is made for several values of divergence time and with the RE scenario for several values of the time at which the expansion begins and of the reproduction rate. For each set of selected parameter values within a scenario, we performed 100 simulations. For every comparison, each of the generated 100 simulated data sets under one scenario (thus considered as the POD sets) was compared with the distribution of chi-square statistics generated with the other scenario. As each single comparison is associated with a P-value, each set of simulation parameters was associated with a mean P-value and its standard deviation, calculated from 100 comparisons. Based on a prior exploration of different summary statistics, we selected four promising summary statistics for each pairwise comparison of two scenarios: È ST , AMOVA È CT , N ST À G ST and mÈ ST dgeo for comparing the GF and IBD scenarios; and ÁX H , Á, R 1 and R 8 for comparing the RE and IBD scenarios.
Benefits of the Spatially Explicit Model: Impact of Grid Resolution
In order to explore the impact of the model grid resolution (i.e., the number of cells defining the grid) on historical inference, we analyzed POD generated using a GF or RE model (100 sets of POD per scenario), by comparing them with data simulated while gradually shifting from a fully spatially explicit model toward a more classic model (i.e., simply decreasing the total number of cells on the grid). This comparison was conducted with various T1 values (divergence time for GF, time of beginning of expansion for RE; see table 3 for tested values). For this test, we selected simulation parameter values that allowed a clear differentiation between GF or RE and IBD scenarios. For simulations involving a lower number of cells (20 Â 20, 10 Â 10, and 5 Â 5), maximal cell effective sizes were increased to maintain the same overall maximum effective sizes per region (as well as across the entire range) and forward migration rates were proportionally decreased in order to maintain similar Ne*mf values (see table 3 ).
Supplementary Material
Supplementary figures S1-S9 and table S1 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe. oxfordjournals.org/).
